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INTRODUCTION

SIGNIFICANCE OF LENIN'S
IMPERIALISM, THE HIGHEST STAGE

OF CAPITALISM
IN PRESENT.DAY CONDITIONS

Although lrnin's Impeialism, the Highest Stage
of Capitalism was written seven decades ago, its scien-
tific value, relevance, and impact on scientific and

contribution to Marxism's economic theory and a

model of its creative application to political Problems
and the working out of tactics of revolutionary strug-
gle.

knin revealed the nature, essence and signifi-

and their place in the general system of capitalism's
economic ielations, and strowed the specific political

at th century,
eory at was a

and Marxist
political economy.
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checked by the immensity of the--anti-w-ar move-

ments. While modern science is offering humanity

ism today as well.

r v, I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yol. 22, Progress Pub-
lishers, Moscow, 197 4, P. 300.



interference in the affairs of young states which link

Africa and Iatin America' The bloody events in
Chile and El Salvador, and the armed provocations
against Nicara
grim chapters
events stands
as Lenin wrote, seeks domination and brings oppres'
sion, violence and

The might of been
developing and ction
to the-forces of r rking
class in the developed capitalist countries is intensi'
fying, the antiimperialist movement is developing

8

in the states liberated from the colonial yoke, and
anti-war actions are occurring on a large scale. Those
are the real forces that can secure a peaceful and
bright future for humanity.

lrnin's work provides a scientific platform for
combating those who distort the true meaning of
what is taking place in the world of capitalism in the
last quarter of the 20th century, those who want to
divert the revolutionary movement toward reformism
and collaboration with capitalism, with its policy
and ideolory.

That is why the progressive forces turn again and
again to Lenin's work as a source of invaluable ideas
in the fight against imperialism and militarism, in
the fight for peace, democracy and socialism.

The Book's Historical Setting

In January 1915 I-enin accepted a proposal from
the legal Russian "Parus" (Sail) Publishers in Petro-
grad to write a booklet for the popular "Pre- and
Post-War Europe" series giving a general characterisa-
tion of the new epoch. knin decided to use the op-
portunity to give a Marxist assessment of the reali-
ties of the time in the legal press, and to strow the
essence of the imperialist war and the causes of the
split in the labour movement. The book was written
in Zurich between January and June 1916.

I*nin had begun to study the new tendencies in
the economy of capitalism much earlier. In his
works from 1895 to t913r he dealt with the pheno-
mena characteristic of the epoch of imperialism:

1,
Demo ;
(1901
isrn"
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Simultaneously, new types of engines were invent-
ed and widely used (internal combustion, dynamo,
steam turbine). In tum, these inventions led to new
means of transport-automobiles, trams and air-
planes, which needed fuel and power sources.
Methods for long distance transmission of electric-
ity were elaborated. Oil extraction was developing
apace. These revolutionary technical discoveries
and inventions created a material base for produc-
tion which ensured rapid industrial development.
Between 1870 and 1900 world industrial output
rose by 150 per cent. World trade also increased
substantially.

The technical changes altered the branch structure
of production. While light industry, and the textile
industry primarily, had previously dominated in the
economy of the industrialised countries, heavy in-
dustry now came to the fore, its development deter-
mining the general level of industrial production as
a whole. Metallurgy and the engineering industry
became the leading branches of capitalist industry.
By the 1870s railway construction was one of the key
branches that ensured the industrial advance of the
late 19th century.

The revolution h the technical base ofproduction
also brought a rapid increase in the size of enter-
prises. At times it was technically impossible or
economically unprofitable to apply the latest means of
labour at small and even medium-sized enterprises.
Only the big enterprises could make effective use of
the new large and expensive equipment, and, in their
turn, such enterprises could only be built with con-
siderable capital. As a result, the enlargement and
concentration of production was also accompanied
by concentration of capital.

But the size of enterprises in the new types of pro-
duction exceeded the financial possibilities of even

1l



very large individual ProPrig
the amalgamated caPital of
undertake the construction o

of capital took place
joint-stock comPanies,
muster not only large
capital and concentrate

them in a few hands. In turn, the broader possibili'

of capitalists.
Tlius, the concentration ofproduction and capital,

which Marx had defined as a law-governed process

capitalist entrepreneurs was replaced by the domina-
tion of a few industrial and bank monopolies and the

tradictions were also worsened by the dranged cor-
relation of forces in the capitalist world' At the end

t2

of the l9th century, the United States, and later
Germany, had outstripped in their economic develop-
ment the countries of "old" capitalism-Britain and
France. At the same time, the distribution of colo-
nies remained unchanged: Britain and France still
had the largest colonial empires.

A clash was inevitable between the capitalist
marauders in their fight to acquire various parts of
the globe, redivide the colonies and gain markets and
raw material sources,

The fust world imperialist war that started n l9l4
laid bare the acuteness of capitalism's contradictions
and the link between political events and the econom-
ic changes in the system of production. It revealed
the true ess€nce of imperialism, its rapaciousness,
inhumanity and parasitism. Thirty-eight states with
a population of over 1.5 billion became involved in
the war. At the same time, the war stirred the revolu-
tionary forces. It was also a severe test for the labour
parties since it placed on the agenda the need clearly
to define their position, their understanding of pro-
letarian solidarity, and their attitude to the national
governments and the imperialist war.

The world socialist movement and the labour par-
ties had repeatedly discussed what their tactics would
be in the event of an imperialist war, which had long
been threatening. The Stuttgart (1907), Copenhagen
(1910) and Basle (1912) congresses of the Second
Intemational had poin
of the impending war,
tant tactical conclusio
countries could not kill each other in the future war
in which big capital had a vested interest. This would
be a crime. If a war did start, the Basle Congress
resolved, the socialists of all countries should use the
crisis caused by the war to hasten the collapse of im-
perialism.

13
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internationalist duty. But in order to formulate po-
sitions on questions of war and peace and its attitude
to the bourgeois governments and various social cur-
rents the working class had first to understand the
nature of the new phenomena, their deep roots, and
the objective causes that had brought them about.
That is why paramount importance attached to a

comprehensive theoretical analysis of the new epoch
of capitalism, a task which Lenin undertook.

The study of an enormous quantity of factual
material, numerous works by bourgeois authors, and
statistics resulted in the book Imperialism, the High-
est Stage of Capitalism, in which knin gave "an
analysis of the essential properties and tendencies of
imperialism, as tlle system of economic relations
of modern highly developed, mature and rotten-ripe
capitalism...".1 By revealing the uniformities of ca-
pitalism's economic development at the new stage,
Ipnin showed the true meaning and significance of
the political events and the causes of the split in the
labour movement. lrnin's study enabled the Russian
proletariat to enter into revolution with a precise
strategic and tactical line, with a party programme
that rested on the firm basis of Marxist-Leninist
theory, and with a clear idea of the prospects for
revolutionary development.

Lenin's theory of imperialism also fulfilled a pure-
ly theoretical task. It saved Marxist theory from vul-
garisation and revision, and showed it to be relevant
and effective, and have a tremendous vital force.
The best way to uphold Marxism was to develop it
and apply it to the new historical conditions, which
was precisely knin's tremendous service to Marxist
science.

r V. I. L"nir,, Collected Works, Yol. 22, p. 103.
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Lenin's DeveloPment
of Marx's Economic Theory and Method

[*nin wrote his work in conditions of the capi-
talist world which were changing rapidly as compared
with the second half of the 19th century. The appli'

tical work, its link with life and the revolutionary

ory of imperialism is
cal economy. When
great theoretician of

set himself the task of discovering the economic
law of motion of bourgeois society. His rezultant

talism and therefore the theory of imperialism stu'
d zubject-matter-the e of
p his means that the b tion
o discovered by Marx eris-

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected htorks, Yol. 4, Progress Pub-
lishers, Moscow, 197 2, pp. 2LI-12.
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tic of its new stage-imperialism. Irnin's scientific
task was to define the causes, essence and uniformi-
ties of the new qualitative phenomena, and show
their interdependence and interconnection.

But for all the difference in scientific tasks,
Irnin's work is a direct continuation and develop-
ment of Marx's theory and method.

kt us look briefly at the main directions in which
knin continues and develops Marx's theory and
method.

1. Like Marx, lrnin sees the causes of the pheno-
mena of economic life and political events in their
basis-the economic relations between people. Ten-
dencies in the sphere of politics are explained in the
final analysis by the profound basic dependence de-
termining people's behaviour. This materialist idea
was first embodied in the political economy by Man<
and Engels and then consistently developed by k-
nin through the entire theory of imperialism.

2. As is the case in Mam's economic teaching,
what is studied by Irninist theory is objective reality
in all its diversity, links and interaction. Theoretical
concepts and generalisations reflect this diversity.
knin always stressed the importance of practice
and real experience as the final criteria for verifying
theoretical propositions.

3. knin continues and develops Marx's dialectical
method. He regards the object of his study as some-
thing which is constantly developing and changing.
The motive force of this development is the growth
of the internal contradictions, under whose impact
capitalism enters its highest stage, tums into mono-
poly capitalism, and comes close to the point where
it must be replaced by a new social system.

4. As in Marx's teaching, in knin's theory of
imperialism concepts (categories) and laws form a

single system whose parts are all closely connected

l'7



and all interact. For that reason, in order fully to
understand the essence of each phenomenon one
must have a good idea of its connection with other
phenomena, of its place and significance in that
system. An understanding of the nature of the system
as a whole gives an idea of the nature of an individual
phenomenon, of an individual element of the system.

5. A feature of the Leninist teaching on imperial-
ism is its pronounced revolutionary character, its
criticism of the bourgeois system from positions of
the future, from the positions of the working class,
which is why, like Marx's economic teaching, knin-
ist theory is a teaching on the prospects of society's
development, on the ways and forms for advance to-
ward a better and more developed society-to soci-
alism. That is precisely why it has enormous scienti-
fic potential and attracts progressive people the world
over.

This booklet aims to give an understanding of the
content of knin's work and to strow its relevance in
present-day conditions. Each chapter outlines and
comments briefly on one chapter of knin's book,
the author seeking to maintain [enin's logic, termi-
nology and some characteristic expressions.

The second half of the booklet analyses and gives
a brief theoretical summary of modem phenomena
in order to strow how the uniformities of which
Irnin wrote are manifested in the new conditions.

CONTENT OF LENIN'S
IMPERIALISM, THE HIGHEST STAGE

OF CAPITALISM,
AND THE SPECIFIC FEA RES

OF IMT'ERIALISM
AT THE PRESENT STAGE

I. Concentration of Production and Monopolies

The c
knin's
capitalist

I V. L I-"nir,,-Co llected h)orks, yot. 22, p. l9S.' Ibid., p. 190.
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capitalists (cartels, syndicates, trusts, concerns, etc.).
Monopolies concentrate in their hands the produc-
tion or sale (often both) of a particular commodity
or a number of commodities. The monopolies can
also establish their domination in a sector of the
economy. Monopolies emerge in the quest for super-
profits. How then do monopolies come into being?

One of the most typical features of capitalism is
concentration ofproduction in ever larger enterprises.
Using Germany and the United States as examples,
Lenin shows the growing concentration of produc-
tion and the predominance of a handful of the
largest enterprises in the economy. Thus, in Germany
in 1907 less than one-hundredth of the enterprises
had over three-quarters of the total quantity of steam
and electric power, wMe 9l per cent of the srnall
enterprises (with up to five workers) accounted
for only seven per cent. Concentration was even
greater in the USA: almost half of all production was
concentrated at one-hundredth of the total number
of enterprises.

From an analysis of these data knin draws the
conclusion that "at a certain stage of its development
concentration itself ... leads straight to monopoly",
and states that "a score or so of_giant enterprises
can easily arrive at an agreement."' It is the magni-
tude of the enterprises that gives rise to the tendency
to throttle competition, to form monopolies. Compe-
tition becomes transformed into monopoly, which
process is a very important phenomenon in the eco:
nomy of capitalism at the new stage.

knin remarked that concentration of production
can take place not only through a mere increase in
the size of an enterprise but also in the form of com-
bination, that is to say, the grouping in a single new

1 V. I. L"nir, Collected l4torks, Yol. 22, p, 197.
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enterprise of different branches of industry, which
either represent the consecutive stages in the processing
of raw materials or are auxiliary to one another.

Combination has a number of advantages: it
eliminates competition between the participants,
thereby ensuring more stable profits; it makes possi-
ble technical improvements and, consequently, the
acquisition of superprofits over and above those ob-
tained by ordinary enterprises; and it strengthens
the positions of the combined enterprises in the
competitive struggle. Concentration of production
through combination therefore provides advantages
unavailable to srnaller capital. The large industrial
enterprises with combined production make up the
material base of monopoly domination.

In consequence, the historical course of capital-
ism's economic development is such that free compe-
tition leads to the triumph of large-scale over small
production, to concentration of production, and at a
very advanced stage of its development concentra-
tion of production leads to monopoly.

knin disagreed with German professor Hermann
kvy, who wrote that protective tariffs facilitate the
formation of cartels, noting that differences between
countries in the matter of protection or free trade
only give rise to insignificant variations in the form
of monopolies or in the moment of their appearance.
What is law-governed and important is the concen-
tration of production, u'hich makes monopolisation
possible. This tendency is characteristic of all capi-
talist countries, in spite of differences in the speci-
fic forms of development: "...the rise of monopolies,
as the result of the concentration of production, is
a general and fundamental law of the present stage
of development of capitalism".r

I V. I. Lenin, Collected ll,orks,Yol.22,p.200.
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It is possible to establish with fair precision the
time when the "new" capitalism with the domina-
tion of monopolies supeneded the one with free
competition. For Europe, it was the beginning of
the 20th century and was preceded by the following
stages: 1) 1860-1870- the apex of free competition;
monopoly is in the embryonic stage; 2) after the
severe economic crisis of 1873, a lengthy period of
development of cartels; but they are not yet durable
and are still a transitory phenomenon; 3) the boom
at the end of the 19th century and the crisis of
1900-1903 led to the final victory of the cartels,
which became "one of the foundations of the whole
of economic life._ Capitalism had been transformed
into imperialism."'

Looking at specific examples of the formation of
monopolies (a coal syndicate in Germany, kerosene
and steel trusts in the United States of America, etc.),
knin draws a scientifically very important conclu-
sion: the transformation of competition into mono-
poly actually results in immense progress in the
sociolisation of production, and also of technical
inventions and improvement. Concentrated in the
same hands are the most technically developed means
of production, skilled labour and the best engineers,
and the means of transport and communication are
captured. It becomes possible to make an approxi-
mate calculation of all raw material sources not only
in one's own country but worldwide, and then to cap-
ture them as well. A rough calculation of the size
of the market is also made. Production becomes so-
cial. "Capitalism in its imperialist stage leads directly
to the most comprehensive socialisation of produc-
tion; it, so to speak, drags the capitalists, against
their will and consciousness, into some sort of a new

I V. I. krlir,, Collected llorks, Yol. 22, p.202.
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social order, a transitional one from complete free
competition to complete socialisation."r Because of
censorship, knin was unable to spell out what he
meant, which was that socialisation leads directly to
the need for a socialist form of production.

At the same time, knin emphasises that the de-
velopment of the social character ofproduction does
not change the nature of appropriation, which re-
mains private. Though meant to serve the entire so-
ciety, the means of production remain the property
of a few-the monopolists, whose yoke on the rest
of the population becomes especially burdensome.
The bulk of profits go to the "geniuses" of financial
manipulation.

The monopotsts use tough methods against their
competitors in exercising their domination: boycotts,
stopping supplies of raw materials, stopping the sup-
ply of labour and credits, systematic price cutting
to ruin firms which refuse to submit, etc. This is not
competitive struggle in the old sense but the mono-
polists throttling those who do not submit to mono-
poly, to its yoke, to its diktat.

Although monopoly replaces the spontaneous
market relations with relations of regulation and
contractual ties (thereby undermining commodity
production), it does not abolistr crises and the general
anarchy inherent in capitalist production as a whole.
lenin is sharply critical of the bourgeois economists'
attempts to deny this, pointing out that on the con-
trary, the monopolies' domination and their posses-

sion or control of enormous resources increoses the
disparity between spheres of the economy, and in-
tensifies the anarchy and crises. And, in their turn,
the crises, which ruin the small capitalists, increase
very considerably the tendency towards concentra-
tion and towards monopoly.

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, YoL. 22, p.205.
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Development of Concentration and Monopolisation
of Production in Today's Conditions

In our day, the tendency studied by knin toward
concentration of huge means of production, raw
material and labour power in the hands of a few mo-
nopolists is developing anew. The concentration of
production and capital is not only more extensive
but is also proceeding at different levels- plants and
factories are getting larger, firms are increasing in
size through more enterprises and zubsidiaries, and
industrial leaders have a greater share of branch pro-
duction. For this reason, the growth in the concentra-
tion of production and capital today can only be de-
monstrated using a number of indicaton which re-
flect the various aspects of this process.

First of all, it should be noted that there has been
an extraordinary increase in the s2e of enterprises.
In lrnin's day a large enterprise, according to the
statistics of the leading capitalist countries, was one
employing over 50 workers, while today, as a rule,
an enterprise is considered large if it employs more
than 1,000 workers.

But there is a limit to concentration at enter-
prise level. Enterprises which are too large become
inefficient and unprofitable if they exceed the op-
timal size, which is why it is more profitable for a
firm to have two plants of optimal size than one
gigantic plant.

This explains the fact that the present-day process
of concentration is taking place much rapidly at the
level of firms amalgamating several enterprises than
at the level of individual enterprises. Those bourgeois
scholars who try to refute the laws of concentration
make use of this specific feature; comparing the in-
dicators of concentration at the enterprise level
alone, they conclude that there is stabilisation, a

24

slowing down and even an absence of growth in
concentration, all of which sup the
tendencies noted by Lenin tow e of
production and the formation of monopolies on that
basis.

Concentration of production and capital is going
ahead rapidly at the level of capitalist firms. Modem
monopoly firms are so large that their economic
indicators are often compared with those of entire
countries. The following table gives an idea of the size
of these indicators.

Gross Domestic Ptoduct (GDP)
of Some Capitalist Countries and the Soles

of the Ten Largest Internation.al Monopolies
(1985, $ billions)*

Country
Rank

GDP by Corporation Sales
GDP

Rank
by
Sales

Austria 83.2

Denmark 73.8
Turkey 12.5

Norway 65.8
Finland 59.0

Greece 41.8
New Zealand 27.4
Portugal 26.2

General
Motors
Exxon
Royal
Dutch Shell
Mobil
British
Petroleum 53.1
Ford Motor 52.8
IBM 5O.I
Texaco 46.3

15

l5
l7

l8
t9

20
2I
22

96.4
86.7

8L.7
56.0

I
2

3

4

5

6
7

8

October 1986, p. 172;
3, No. 9, p. 182; Fortune.
. 114, No. 3, p. 181.



The table shows that only the first nine largest
capitalist igher than
the value while the
GDP indi following
are at the level of individual monopolies' sales'

has its own fleet
railway and auto
trade network,

its own police, press, advertisement, etc.
It is not only the absolute but also the relative

size ofconcentration that is great. Thus, concentrated
in the hands of the 500 largest US industrial corpo-
rations are two"thirds of all workers employed in

assets and profits,
up only approxi-
industrial corpora-
the scale of their

economic activity.

Perlormance of the 500 Largest
US I ndu s t r ial C orp o rat io n s

l$ billions)*

t982 1983 198s

Sales

Assets

Profits

Number of em-
ployees (millions)

t,686.7 1,807.1

1,3s 3.9 I ,5 19.5

68.8 69.6

t4.t 14.0

1,672.2

1,308.7

61.4

L4.4

* Calculated ftom Fortune,
Fofiune, April 28, 1986, p. 200.
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April 30, 1984, p. 179;
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It is striking that while these corporations' sales,

need of additional labour power, increasing its eco-
nomic activity through greater exploitation of hired
labour.

In Japan the five largest corporations in 1985
made a net profit of $4 billion, which is 8,2% of the
total pro-fits of the 500 largest non-American co[po-
rations of the capitalist world. r

What the modern monopoly giants
from the of the start of the century is
not only larger but also that their struc-
ture has changed considerably. The modem monopo-
lies are multibranch amalgamations. Their numerous
subsidiaries are involved in different types of pro-
duction, both those more or less connected with-the
firm's principal branch orientation, and those uncon-
nected with its specialisation Firms that have narrow
specialisation and market goods from just one sector,
are no longer typical of big businesi. As a rule, a

oly includes enterprises of ten or more
branches are especially varied in con-

branch structure either by investing in a new branch

1 Calculated from Fortune. International, August 4, Vol.
1 14, No. 3, pp, I 81, 1 97.



or by buying enterprises in other branches. In the
USA, the purchase and take-over of enterprises be-

80s, pro-

"nil,.il*#easy for
the monopolies to take over firms that had fallen
on hard times.

As was the case in I*nin's time, today's large hrms
invest primarily in the key branches of the economy,
and in the branches which are pace-setten in scienti-
fic and tectrnological progress. The only difference is
that in the early 20th century those branches were
railway construction and metallurgy, while nowadays
they are electronics, aviation, the auto and chemical
industries, and various types of transport engineering.
These branches are the most monopolised ones in
all developed capitalist countries.

The monopolies' special interest in taking over
types of production that are basic from the viewpoint
of scientific and technological progress is also mani'
fested in the fact that the degree of concentration
of expenditure on design is substantially
higher there than a whole. Thus, in the
USA l@, of the of firms account for
'lO% of all research and design expenditure. The

have concentrated nearly 4OVo of
gn spending in their hands. Such

concentration allows the monopolies not only to
control the spread of technical and technological
innovations but also to make stable superprofits-
the main aim of monopolisation.

Present-day monopolies continue the tradition
noted by Ienin of seizing raw material and fuel
sources. Among the most powerful monopoly giants
whose domination rpsts on monopolisation of raw
material sources are the American Alcoa-in the alu'
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minium industry, Anaconda-copper mining, US
Steel Corporation-coal and iron; and the West Ger-
man August Thyssen-Hiitte*coa1, iron, manganese,
etc.

One of the most attractive sectors for monopolies
is oil, where profits are particularly high. In 1982,
15 of the 25 foremost monopolies in the capitalist
world were oil giants. During the crises of the mid-70s
to early 80s, the largest oil monopolies continued to
get rich even while many corporate profits were fall-
ing drastically and many corporations, including auto
corporations, were making losses.

But whatever the size of today's monopoly firms,
it still does not portray the entire picture of monop-
olisation, the extent of monopoly capital's penetra-
tion into the economic structure. The monopolies'
actual scale stretches much further than their visible
and organisationally and legally set limits. The mod-
ern d by a whole constella-
tion actors and product sellers
ofte thousands. For example,
the purchases 70% of its iaw
and other materials from 50,000 zuppliers. Auto-
maker General Motors buys goods and services from
45,000 suppliers. Expenditure on purchased compo-
nents makes try 40% of the cost of US General
Motors and Chrysler cars, about 50% of the French
Renault and the Italian Fiat, and 60-657o ofthe Japa-
nese Toyota and Nissan.

But although the small and medium-sfed firrns
are legally independent, the majority of them are

depend
opolies
the zu

meeting the demand of the head firm and often have
no other market for their goods. They supply the
head firm at pre-set prices and in contractual quan-



tities and assortments, or they sell the firm's goods on
pre-set conditions. The head firm may give them
iredit, rent them equipment, and supply them with
raw material. Such an enterprise is actually com-
pletely dependent on the head firm and differs little
lrom a subsidiary in extent of control. These rela'
tions suit the monopolies because during crises the
subcontractors are sacrificed, making it possible to
maintain the volume of the head firm's principal
production. These ties are a reflection of the hidden
process of concentration of production that occurs
under the monopolies' aegis.

The continuing process of socialisation ofproduc-
tion is also evident in the ties between firms based on
cooperation and long-term agreements which cover

of new equipment. They often establish relations of
dependence that are as solid
joint ownership of capital.
coordinate their production
strategy, becoming a single monopolist bloc in re-
lation to their competiton. Essentially, there is little
to distinguish zuch agreements from a cartel: they
make it possible fully to control the market and to
make high monopoly profits.

A feature of the modem monopoly is an extreme:
ly high level of socialisation of production-devel-
oped social relations of production and regulation of
its intemal organisation, and corporate planning.
Despite this, however, the sway of the modern mo-
nopoly giants, as it did at the start of the century, in-
tensifies and aggravates the anarchy inherent in capi-
talist production as a whole, and is a powerful factor
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of the instability of the capitalist economy. Monopo-
ly regulation of production and the market is the
more considerable, the greater the concentration of
economic potential in a monopoly. This leads to
disparities in the branch structure, upsets the eco-
nomic processes and causes phenomena of crisis.

But, at the same time, as Lenin said, monopoly
does not and cannot eliminate competition. On the
contrary, the continuing concentration and centralisa-
tion of economic power heightens competition,
whose methods are altered and better adapted to
"protracted battles" and to rapid changes in connec-
tion with scientific and technological progress. In ad-
dition to, the traditional "strong-arm methods" of
struggle that were widespread at the start of the
century-coercion into this or that form of relations,
erection of artificial barriers to receipt of raw mate-
rial, credit, and the latest equipment and technology-
the modern monopolies make broad use of methods
based on their economic ability to regulate produc-
tion and the market, and determine the correlation
between demand and zupply. They employ such
latest methods for taking over the market as linked
sales (where a product is sold at average prices while
its components are sold at high monopoly prices);
production of zubstitute goods to push traditional
ones off the market; additional service to buyers;
frequent product differentiation to create a sem-
blance of renewed assortment and artificially zustain
demand, etc.

Nowadays, monopoly competition is extremely
sharp. It goes beyond the framework of the national
economy along with the monopolies and engulfs
entire countries; it periodically makes itself felt in
the national and world economy in the form of
various structural disparities.

A striking example of the long-term disparities
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that were caused by the monopolies' economic policy
and later led to a crunch was the oil crisis. The inter-
national oil cartel of the seven largest monopolies
(five Americ:ur, one British and one Anglo-Dutch)
which had been regulating the oil market since the
late 1920s promoted reorientation to the use of oil.
Coal, bituminous shale, and others were gradually
forced off the fuel market by the sustaining of low
oil prices. Low oil prices could be combined with
rapidly rising dernand for oil and enormous profits
only because the oil cartel was plundering the na-
tional resources of the oil producing countries. A
major disparity resulted not only in the world fuel
balance but also in the cost structure of the world
trade: while the prices of industrial goods, equipment
and new machinery were rising, the prices of oil and
the most important types of raw materials remained
frozen.

The crundr came in the mid-1970s-the disparities
suddenly began to be corrected. Casting aside the
chains which had bound them for 45 years and estab-
lishing sovereignty over their own oil resources, the
OPEC countries raised oil prices so as to end the rob-
bery of their countries. The oil monopolies then
changed their tactics in expectation of higher prices:
they withheld the oil resources at their disposal,
worsening the deficit and pushing prices up further.

The resultant oil crisis showed the whole world
how profoundly the monopolies' control over raw
material resources can deform the economic strucj
ture. It gives rise to phenomena of crisis, and it is the
working people who have to pay for the conse-
quences of the monopolies' arbitrary actions. The
situation is similar in a number of other raw material
sectors of the capitalist world economy.

Thus we see that the further development of con-
centrotion of production and capital and the monop-
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olies' expanding domination in the capitalist econ-
omy intensifies the clash between monopoly and
competition, and gives ise to the particularly acute
contradictions of modem capitalism, thereby con-
firming the correctness of Lenin's conclusions.

But however great the monopolies' economic
strength, in our day, too, the role of the banks must
be considered in order to have a complete picture of
the development of the world economy during
the transition to imperialism.

II. Banks and Their New Role

As production and capital become concentrated
in industry, banking capital also grows in size. As is
the case in industry, concentration in banking leads
to bonking monopolies.

At first, banks had the modest function of serving
as middlemen in the making of payments between
capitalists and of granting them credits. They attract-
ed savings and inactive funds and transformed them
into money capital which was placed at the capital-
ists' disposal in the form of credit and used by them
to obtain profit.

But as banking developed and became concentrat-
ed in a small number of establishments, the banks
grew from modest middlemen into powerful monopo-
lies by the beginning of the 20th century, having at
their command not only their own money capital
and the funds of other capitalists and small business-
men but also the larger part of the means of pro-
duction and sources of raw material in any one coun-
try and in a number of countries. Lenin described
this transformation of numerous modest middle-
men into a handful of powerful monopolists as "one
of the fundamental processes in the growth of capital-
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ism into capitalist imperialism".r He uses figures to
show that h l9l2-19l3 almost half (49%) of the
combined deposits of the German joint-stock banks
were in the hands of the nine largest Berlin banks.

The big banks subordinate the small ones and
bring them into their own "group" by acquiring
holdings in their capital, by purchasing or exchanging
shares, by a system of credits, etc. A bank which
stands at the head of such a group can enter into
agreement with several large banks for the purpose of
conducting exceptionally profitable financial opera-
tions like floating state loans. Those banks then be-
come an association of a handful of monopotsts.
The result is the expansion of a close banking
network covering the whole country, centralising all
capital and all revenues, and transforming "thousand!
and thousands of scattered economic enterprises into
a single national capitalist, and then into a world
capitalist economy".'

When the operations of the largest banks grow to
enormous dimenSions, what appears on the face of
it to be purely technical functions takes on a new
quality and enables the banks to subordinate to their
will the commercial and industrial operations of the
whole of capitalist society. In rendering financial
services to their clients, the banks are enabled, first,
to ascertain exactly the financial position ofthe capi-
talists, then to control and influence them, and final-
ly to entirely determine their fate.

By facilitating or hindering credits, the banks are
able to deprive industrial capitalists of capital or per-
mit them rapidly to expand production to enormous
dimensions, to increase their income and thereby the
size of their capital.

] V. t. tenin, Collected Works, Yol. 22, p. 210.' Ibid.. p. 213.
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As a result, the baaks greatly intensify and accel-
erate the concentration of capital and the formation
of monopolies in industry.

As capital becomes more concentrated, elements
of regulation increase in banking, just as they do in
industry. Relations of free competition are replaced
by the monopolists' domination. Lenin quotes
Marx's Capital, which noted the tendency for the
banks to create the form of universal book-keeping
and distribution of meals of production on a social
scale. knin underscores that the co4tinuing process
of concentration of banking capital develops this
tendency further: the banks collect not only the
entrepreneurs' capital but also all kinds of money
revenues (of small businessmen, office clerks, and a
tiny upper stratum of the working class). But in sub-
stance this system of "social distribution" is private
distribution, i.e. it conforms to the interests of big
capital, and primarily of huge, monopoly capital,
which exacts tribute from the whole society.

knin concludes that in banking as well, the capi-
talism of free competition with its anarchic regulators
is passing away and that a new capitalism has come
to take its place, bearing obvious features of transient
relations, a mixture of free competition and mo-
nopoly.

Among the few large banks which have se2ed the
key positions in a country's economy, there is a ten-
dency towards monopolist agreements, towards a
bank trust. "Again and again, the final word in the
development of banking is monopoly."l

As the banks grow in size and importance, new ties
are formed with industry, and industrial capital be-
comes dependent on big banks.

These ties take on varied forms. A personal link-up

1 V. I. L"nin, Collected llorks, Yol. 22, p. 220,
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is established between the banks and the biggest
industrial and commercial enterprises through the
appointment of bank directon to the boards of
industrial companies, and vice versa. Close ties are
formed through the joint acquisition of shares. The
personal link-up between the banks and industry is
supplemented by that between both of them and the
government. The banks become institutions of a

universal character.
knin concludes that the concentration and cen-

tralisation of banking capital and its merger with in-
dustry has created new economic conditions. The
20th century marked the turning-point "from the old
capitalism to the new, from the domination of capital
in general to the domination of finance capital.'

III. Finance Capital and the Financial Oligarchy

The two streams of concentration-in industry and
in baaking-merge to form a new phenomenon-f-
nance capital. "The concentration of production; the
monopolies arising therefrom; the merging or coales-
cence of the banks with industry-such is the history
of the rise of finance capital and such is the content
of that concept."2 knin shows how finance capital
becomes dominant, subordinating the other forms of
capital to itself.

Describing the essence of finance capital, knin
criticises the superficial approach of the Austrian
Social-Democrat Rudolf Hilferding, author of the
most substantial work on imperialism at the start
of the 20th century.3

I v.r. kd llorks,Yol.22,p.226.
; Ibid.
' Hilfe Finance Capital, was first published

in Viennain 1910.
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Hilferding exaggerated the banks' role and their
power over industry, and explained the appearance
of finance capital by the development of relations
in the sphere of circulation. This led to theoretical
mistakes and erroneous practical recommendations
of a reformist type: since finance capital is a phe-
nomenon of the sphere of circulation, its power
can only be combated by reforming the relations
of distribution (mainly of money revenues) without
affecting private ownership of the means of produc-
tion.

I*nin shows that the strength of finance capital
lies above all in its close ties with the industrial mo-
nopolies, in its control, through them, of a sizable
p art o f capitalist society's productive forces.

The monopolist position of finance capital inevi-
tably leads to the domination of the part of the big
bourgeoisie which represents that capital-.the finan-
cial oligarchy. How then does the financial oligarchy
attain what Irnin called its "monstrous rule"?
Primarily through the "holding system". The princi-
pal company (the mottrer company) buys enough
shares to give it a majority of votes at shareholders'
meetings. This packet of shares is known as the
controlling one, and it enables the mother company
to control the daughter company, which in its turn
controls the grandchild company, etc. In this way, it
is possible for a mother company to control the
capital of many companies that together comprise an
immense sphere. knin writes that the "holding
system" not only vastly increases ttre power of the
financial magnates but also enables them to resort to
all sorts of shady and dirty tricks to cheat the public
and make substantial profits.

knin cites the example of the General Electric
Company (AEG), which in 1912 held shares in 175-
200 companies, dominating them and controlling a
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total capital of 1,500 million marks'1
The holding system was also widespread in Russia

at that time: 40% of the total capital of the principal
St. Petersburg banks fell to the share of the industrial
monopolies in the coal, metallurgical, oil and cement
industries.

The magnitude of finance capital and its con-
centration in a few hands opensup additional sources
of enrichment for the monopoly bourgeoisie through
manipulations with securities, Finance capital exacts
profits from the floating of companies, issue of stock,
state loans, "strengthens the domination of the
finaacial oligarchy and levies tribute upon-the whole
of soeiety for thobenefit of monopolists".2 The iszue
of securities by the banks plays a special part in the
inordinately high rate of profit obtained'

Speculation in land situated in the srburbs of
rapidly growing big towns is a particularly profitable
operation for finance capital, one which was practised
on a considerable scale in connection with the build-
irig of railroads, since the rising prices made possible
profitable deals. The monopoly of the banks merges

here with the monopoly of land and with monopoly
of the means of communication. Through the holding
system and seats on the boards, the large railway
companies became connected with the big banks,
which backed speculative machinations and fraudulent
deals with real estate firmg resulting in a whole web
of financial and economic dependence based on
robbery of the masses. "A monopoly, once it is
formed and controls thousands of millions, inevitably
penetrates tnto every sphere of public life, regardless
tf th" for* of goveinmlnt and all other 'details'."3

] v. I frnin, Collected lilorks,Yol.22,p.23O.
i lbid.,p.232.
" rbid.,p.237.
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Specific Features of Finance Capital's
Domination at the Present Stage

The general tendencies noted by knin in the de-
velopment of finance capital still obtain in today's
conditions-the enormous growth in its economic
might based on the monopolist position of a few big
banks and their close ties with the monopolies in in-
dustry, and on the immense expansion of the finan-
cial network. Simultaneously, new, more effective
forms of the domination of finance capital are also
appearing.

First and foremost, there is the extraordinary in-
crease in the level of concentration of capital in the
banking monopolies. As the following data show, the
capitalist world's largest banks possess capital (assets)
to the tune of many billions of dollars.

Capital of the Largest Banks
of Some Capitalist Countries (1984)*

Assets ($bil.)

t42.7
113.7

81.6

99.0
92.4

90.5
87. r
85.2

82.7
73.4

USA
Citicorp
Bank America

Chase Manhattan

Western Europe

Banque Nationale de Paris (France)

Crddit Agricole (France)

Cr6dit Lyonnais (France)

Soci6t6 G6n6rale (France)

Barclays (Britain)

National Westminster (Britain )
Deutsche Bank (FRG)
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To be continued
Japan

Dai-lchi Kangyo
Fuji Bank
Mitsubishi Bank
Sumitomo Bank

I 19.1
115.1
I 10.7
t07.6

x The Banker, London, Vol. 135, No. 713, July 1985.

In their respective countries, these banks are the
largest monopolies and concentrate the bulk of
finance capital. Thus, in Britain the four largest
banking groups control over two-thirds of the assets
of all the country's commercial banks.

The structure of modern finance capital has
changed substantially. While at the beginning of the
century the banks were the principal element of
finance capital, nowadays non-banking institutions-
insurance companies, pension funds, investment
companies-have a much greater role, especially in the
1960s and 1970s. Savings banks and savings and loans
associations, whose considerable role as a channel of
finance capital's power was noted by Lenin, have also
further developed.

A common feature of all non-banking institutions
is that in one form or another they draw in from the
population funds which are too small to be capital
but which, when concentrated in the financial ien-
tres, form a substantial sum that is then used by fi-
nanciers to buy shares in industrial and commercial
corporations, and state bonds, i.e. they are a source
of credit for the capitalists and the state. The scale of
operations of the non-banking institutions is often
much greater than that of the banks. These institu-
tions bring together the population's savings to f,r-
nance industry and transform them into a source of
profit for big capital, which gets the lion's share of
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credit. What is more, the population's savings are

sucked into the financiers' speculative dealings and
are at risk in the event of financial ruin or bank'
ruptcy. The non-banking institutions have vastly
eitended the "zone" of finance capital's domination
and the size of the financial resources which it
controls.

In today's conditions, the forms of the merging of
the banks with industry of which I*nin spoke in 1m-
perialism, 'the Highest Stage of Capitalism have
further developed, particularly with respect to credit.
The immensely greater size of credit and the growing
importance of long-term ties given the instability of
the economic situation all increase the mutual de-
pendence of the largest banks and the industrial
monopolies.

One of the most effective ways of merging the
banking and industrial monopolies is purchase of
shares in industrial companies by banks. Thus, in the
early 1980s institutional investors (i.e. banks and
non-banking institutions-insurance companies, pen-
sion funds, etc.) held over 50% of the shares on the
London stock exchange, while the population held
less than a third. The increasing portion of shares in
the hands of the banks makes them the actual owners
or co-owners of large firms and amalgamations and
links their interests together, forming financial and
industrial "blocs".

The banks grew especially powerful in the 1960s
and 1970s because of the great demand for credit
during the period of a relatively stable economic
growth rate (before the 1914-75 crisis). Inflntion
also increased the demand for capital. In addition the
frequent mergers and absorptions of enterprises en-
hanced interest in having the banks participate with
their capital and services in the purchase of enter-
prises.
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At the same time, as knin foresaw, the banks'
dependence I corporations as their
principal de increased. The bulk of
bank 

-funds deposits of the largest
firms, whose economic situation, debts and profi-
tability substantially affect the bank's financial
position. The close interdependence of banking and
industrial monopolies fully refutes the claims of a

number of bourgeois economists that there is a

gradual weakening of the link between modern banks
and industry as the large industrial firms accumulate
their own financial resources.

As it was in knin's day, one of the most common
forms of merger of banking and industrial monopolies
is the holding system, a modern feature of it being
that the needed control
in a corp smaller because
of so-call ares or' f owner-
ship", in which a major corporation issues a large
number of shares that are sold to numerous strare-

holders in such a way that no one has a saable

controlling interest in a large corporation.
Property monagement by warrant (so-called trust

operations) is one of the most effective present-day
forms of concentration of control over industry in
the hands of the largest financiers, of the linking and
merging of their interests. Entrepreneurs, rentiers and
small savers give the commercial banks their capital
(chiefly shares) to be managed by warrant, simul-
taneously handing over the right to vote on a corpo-
ration's affairs. Since the balks have a zubstantial
number of shares from many shareholders, they obtain
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the decisive vote in corporations and can thereby
influence key decisions in the economy connected
with investment, scientific and technological progress,
fixing of prices, firms' social policy, etc.

Warrant operations establish a broad and well
disguised network of close ties between credit insti-
tutions and the industrial monopolies, which make up
powerful groupings of finance capital.

The quantity of shares various financial insti-
tutions hold is constantly on the rise: in the latter
half of the 1970s and early 1980s they accounted for
over I f3 of all shares in circulation in the USA.

The personal link-up of which knin wrote is still
significant as a very important cohesive factor be-
tween the banking and industrial monopolies. Accord-
ing to British sociologist John Scott, 75% of the
directors of large companies in Britain are multiple
directors, simultaneously representing 56 of the 98
large monopolies.t American economist Edward
Herman says that in the USA 299 or 58.5% of 5lL
non-financial corporations are headed by a banker. As
a result, close financial ties are established, the
economic policy of the banks and corporations is
corrected, and they act as the united force of
finance capital against their competitors and against
the broad working masses.

A feature of modern finance capital and the finan-
cial oligarchy is the concentration of power, of finan-
cial and economic control in the hands of a small
group of senior monagers of industrial corporations
and banks. This is so common that it has given rise
to the "management revolution" theory, which says
that in present-day industry power is moving from
the capitalist owners to the managers, who are only

r Joh, Scott, Corporations, Aasses and Capitalism,
Hutchinson & Co., London, 1979, p. 89.
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And the society made up of such corporations is

no longer capitalist.
However, if one looks closely at the senior mana-

gers, the
tions in
they are

The s

enterprise that has pu s: high and
stable profits, greater c ew markets,
etc. That is what the in directing
a firm's economic policY and
investment, prices, and wage
termine whether to exPand
hire or fire workers. In this role the senior managers

are functionaries of capital and ensure its reproduc-
tion.

As a rule, the senior managers hold a large packet
of shares in the corporation which they run. This
directly links their incomes and personal interest
with the economic state of the firm. More profits
mean more dividends on their shares. The managers'
large share packets often grow into a controlling
interest, an occurrence especially facilitated by the
"dispersal of shares" system mentioned above. Thus,
according to Herman, in 25 of the 100 largest Ameri-
can the senior m
mad more of the t
In 3 hey made up
Where f shares is , this quan-
tity is control ov greater Part
of a 's capital, manager a
co-owner of that capital.

The size and sources of their incomes also place
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the senior managers among the bourgeois 6lite. Share
dividends account for 50% and more of their perso-
nal incomes, which are extremely high. Thus, the
total incomes (salary and share dividend) earned by
the senior managers of the USA's leading industrial
corporations ($ 400-500,000 annually) exceed the
yearly profits of a medium-sized corporation. Conse-
quently, the fact that the managers are in charge of
production and take key decisions is realised in their
participation in the appropriation of capitalist profit.

The narrowness, social exclusiveness and influ-
ence of the group of senior managers, a group formed
through ties, control over financial resources, and
strategic positions in the management of production,
secure the concentration ofreal power in a few hands
and makes the serlior managers of the largest corpo-
rations a main contingent of the monopolist bour-
geoisie. The senior managers are by no means a "neu-
tral technocracy", as bourgeois scholars claim, but a

part of the financial monopolist oligarchy, which
exercises real control over the entire capitalist econ-
omy. Their chief function is to ensure the repro-
duction and accumulation of capital, maintain the
monopolist positions of the firms they manage, and
therefore also to keep the system of capitalist exploi-
tation intact.

Even more so than in Lenin's day, the financial
oligarchy's economic might is zupplemented by its
links with the state apparatus, which allow it to
realise finance capital's political domination and to
influence home and foreign policy. By placing its rep-
resentatives in govemment or buying out political
leaders, monopoly capital ensures that any policy
pursued will preserve and expand its positions. Thus,
US President Reagan and his administration were put
in power by the country's largest industrial and mili-
tary monopolies, and primarily by the so-called "new
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monies"-the monopolies of the western states, the

concerns have received highly profitable and long-
term orders under the military space progr:Immes.
Between l9l9 and 1985 military spending of the

more than doubled from

ality fully confirms lrnin's

"national defence", etc
At the same time, ihe derelop-ent of the finan-

cial and credit system of modern capitalism is-evi-
dence of further socialisation and improvement of the
social book-keeping system, which, however, is still
placed primarily at the service of big capital.

L Economb Report of the President Transmitted to the
Congress, February, 1986, Washington, 1986, p. 25 3.

IV. Export of Capital

Finance capital does not confine itself to estab-
lishing relations of dependence in its own country: it
forms an international system of monopolist domina-
tion and subjection. The principal means of gaining
positions in the world economy is the export of
capital.

Typical of the capitalism of free competition was
the export of goods; typical of monopoly capitalism
is the export of capital.

Icnin explains why the need to export capital
arises. He shows that the growth of both internal
and intemational exchange is a characteristic feature
of capitalism. At the same time, the uneven and
spasmodic development of individual enterprises,
individual branches of industry and individual coun-
tries is inevitable. Thus, in the mid-19th century En-
gland claimed to be the "workshop of the world",
but in the last quarter of the century its monopoly
was already undermined by other states. A new type
of monopoly was formed. First, monopolist associa-
tions appeared in all developed capitalist countries;
second, a few very rich countries gained a monopo-
list position, and the accumulation of capital there
proceeded very rapidly and reached gigantic propor-
tions, resulting in an enoffnous surplus of capital in
those countries.

But this is a relative rather than an absolute sur-
plus and is not a result of there being nowhere to in-
vest capital. On the contrary, even in developed cap-
italist economies there are many fields and spheres
of production lacking in financial resources. Thus,
knin noted that even in countries considered de-
veloped at that time agriculture was lagging behind in-
dustry and the working masses' living standard was
low, but capital preferred to invest capital abroad



velopment. The need to export capital arises from the

fact that in a few countries capitalism has become

pren in the of Private and
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national coun'
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called usury imperialism, unlike British colonial im-

everywhere.

ExPort of CaPital TodaY

Like the other attributes of imperialism, the ex-
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and direction of export of capital, as is the resultant
demand for raw material, labour power and financial
resources, on the one hand, and the need for new
markets for growing production, on the other. The
break-up of the colonial system, the liberated coun-
tries' struggle for sovereignty over their national re-
sources, and their desire to create their own viable
economy have also left a mark on this feature of mo-
nopoly capitalism. The internal structural changes in
the economy of the developed capitalist countries
and the growing monopolist concentration of pro-
duction have also exerted a great influence on the
movement of capital outside the national economy.

kt us consider how the correlation of forces in
the export of capital shaped up following the Second
World War. Major dranges in the distribution of
forces between the main exporters of capital (as
compared with the start of the century) occuned at
the very end of the war. The United States became
the rnain capital exporter, Britain's share fell drast-
ichlly, and the role of the vanquished countries-the
FRG, Italy and Japan-was reduced to zero.

A new wave of export of capital began to rise in
the 1950s with the completion of the post-war res-
toration and the reconstruction of the economy of
the main capitalist countries. The 1960s and 1970s
saw a particularly rapid expansion in the export of
capital, with the volume of foreign investments by
the developed capitalist countries doubling every
five to six yean.

But this was not a smooth process. The uneven
economic developmmt peculiar to the capitalist
world, a feature of which lrnin spoke in connection
with the export of capital, continued to operate,
resulting in a new correlation of forces in the export
of capital by the 1980s. Three centres-the USA,
Western Europe and Japan-have become the main
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Export of Capital (Direct Investments)
from Developed Capitalist Countries lVo)*

1966 t97 5 1979 1984

Total ($billions)
USA
FRG
Britain
Italy
Netherlands
France
Japan

7,429 26,rs0 49,392 33,216
72.9 54.5 51.1 13.6
4.8 7.'7 9.2 9.2

10.4 9.3 r 3.0 2.8
1.3 1.3 1.1 s.9
3.5 6.3 4.8 7.8
3.1 6.0 4.0 6.4
1.4 6.7 5.9 1't.9

dollar exporters are Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, fol-
towed by Iraq, Iran and Nigeria. These states are the
chief suppliers of surplus capital to the credit and
linancial system of the capitalist world, primarily of
the main developed countries.

The positions of the oil-producing countries in
the export of capital is incomparably weaker than
those of the principal exporters, but their presence
on the international scene is appreciable and creates
additional tension in the competition for investment
spheres.

The change in the balance between the chief
capital-exporting countries was accompanied by
changes in the parts of the globe to which capital is
exported. Unlike the situation at the beginning of
the century when the bulk of exported capital went
to the colonies, semicolonies and dependent coun-
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tries, today two-thirds go to the developed capitalist
countries, first and foremost to Western Europe and
the USA.

Thus, the American economy is the most impor-

intensive industries yield additional profits for the
el of eco-
to or even
s a whole.

caoital is weak.
'However, the developing countries are still of in-

terest to the three world centres as spheres of invest-
ment, and since the mid-1970s their share in foreign
investment has again begun to grow because of the
imperialist states' attempt, at whatever cost, to keep
the developing countries within the zone of their
economic domination and preserve the positions
shaken by the collapse of the colonial system. The
world oil and raw material crises, aggravated eco-

f "dir-

fifr
that direction.

export of capit s

p It is still based r
o ountries' natural r
resources, is a sphere of fierce monopolist competi-
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tion, and intensifies the unevenness of economic

opment of the national commod-ity exPo-l of the
countries of the three centres of imperialism. The
USA's foreign production is particularly Sreat-more
than five times that of commodity exports. The
foreign production of the developed capitalist coun-
tries is not only large but also tends to increase more
rapidly than the export of commodities. This phe'
nom.non is even more typical of Japan, whose

14 times as raPidlY as its
1960 and 1980. Those

hich the capital of the

imperialist states has penetrated the economies of
other countries.

5.1

tions. The export of copital is a maior feature of im'
perialism today.

V. Division of the World Among Capitalist
Associations

The largest monopolies, monopolist assoeiations,
that seize the bulk of a country's production first
of all divide the home market among themselves.
But under capitalisrn the home market is bound up
with the foreign market. During concentration of
production, the large capitalist ente_rprises outgrow
ihe national boundaries and enter the intemational
market.

their formation was a new stage of "world concentra-
tion incomParablY higher
than

I Lenin looks at the
example of the electrical industry, which at that time
was one of the newest brahches and higNy typical
of the latest technical achievements. He shows how
concentration progress strides in both
Europe and America As a result of
foreign investments, t stem, combina-
tion and other methods of monopolisation, two in-
ternational electrical "great powers" were formed:
General Electric Company (GEC) on the American
continent and the General Electric Company (AEG)

r V. L Lenin, Collected h)orks, Yol. 22, p. 246.
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second got Europe, Russia and the Balkans. Interna-
tional cartels were one of the most striking expres-
sions of the intemationalisation of capital.

Lpnin stresses that the division of the world be'
tween the largest monopolies does not preclude its
redivision: uneven development, bankruptcy, war,

cites examples of the monopolies' fierce struggle to
redivide the world in the oil industry, rail manufac-
turing, merchant shipping, and others'

He argues against certain bourgeois writers who
clairned that international cartels express the inter-
nationalisation of capital and therefore give hope of
peace among nations under capitalism. Lenin shows
ihat this opinion is absurd and aims to defend and

is under way
he world eco-
; and its forms
rely economic

or non-economic, but whatever the forms, the es-

sence and class content of this struggle cannot be af-
fected.

Lenin places emphasis on the objective character
of the economic division of the world. "The capi-
talists divide the world, not out of any particular ma-
lice, but because the degree o concentration which
has been reached forces them o adopt this method
in order to obtain profits. I

Thus, the high degre of concentration of pro-

1 Ibid., p. 2s3.
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duction forced the capitalists to conclude interna-
tional monopolist agreements which resulted in super-
giant cartels, syndicates and trusts. That was also a

way to make huge profits.

Present-Day Feculiarities
of the Economic Division

of the Capitalist World

As at the beginning of the century, the export of
capital, carried out in the majority of cases by private
monopolist firms, inevitably leads to the division of
spheres of influence and the world markets among
the largest monopolist associations.

This process, which I-enin called a new stage of
world concentration of production, has taken a step
forward in the last quarter of the 20th century'
First, the scale of concentration of capital in the
hands of international monopolist corporations has
increased enormously, as has their economic activity:
over 90% of all private foreign investment in the
world capitalist economy are controlled by interna-
tional monopolies. Second, their organisational forms
and functioning mechanism, and hence also the forms
of domination, have changed. The international mo-
nopolies of today are monopolies of a new type
althougir their general nature remains the same. The
monopolies' activity represents a further international-
isation of capital and production, and consequently
the internationalisation of capitalist exploitation as

we11.
The bulk of international monopolies are corpo-

rations whose capital is national but whose sphere of
activity is international. Practically all the largest mo-
nopolies of the capitalist world conduct a sizable
(and sometimes even the major) part of their produc-

51



I Fortune. International, August 4, 1986' Vol' 114'
No. 3, p. 201.
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themselves participate in the economic division of the
world.

Intemational monopolies are structurally organised
as concerns, which, in the overwhelming majority
of instances, are a complex network of zubsidiaries
and individual firms with more or less close produc'
tion technological connections. In addition to produc'
tion subsidiaries (branches), the amalgamation
might include retail firms, research centres, and fi-
nancial and credit subdivisions, a structure which
enables an international concern to concentrate va-
ried material and financial resources in its hands, and
makes possible rapid and flexible manoeuwing. All
this eventually produces huge profits for the inter-
national corporations.

Modern intemational monopolies organise their
production above national borders. In their intemal
structure they take advantage of the intemational
division of labour. Thus, for example, Ford produces
a light truck for agricultural use in Asia, obtaining the
electrical fittings and plastic parts from its plants in
Singapore, the engine blocks from Thailand, the
transmissions and axes from Indonesia, and the diesel
engines from South Korea. There are assembly plants
in all these countries except Singapore supplying the
local market. This arrangement provides the best and
cheapest way to secure the resources necessary for
the production of individual components, thereby
cutting production costs and achieving high profits.
The TNCs benefit particularly, in the developing
countries, where they combine technically and organ-
isationally more developed methods of production
with cheap local labour power.

By organising production on the basis of an inter-
national division, the transnational corporations also
transform the exploitation of hired labour into an in-
ternational process. They make use of the effect of
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of the factors of production and organisation of pro-
duction on an international basis. Then the host
countries' markets are seized. Consequently, the
centre of gravity of present-day economic division
of the world by monopolist associations has shifted
to division and monopolisation of the spheres of di-
rect production, a circumstance which gives the in-
ternational monopolies especially solid positions in
the competitive struggle, makes it possible to secure
a place on another country's market, and provides
a bridgehead for subsequent economic expansion.

The economic activity of modern international
monopolies leads to sharp contradictions between
the selfish goals of private ownerstrip and the na-

The international migration of TNC capital can frust"
rate any government measure airned to regulate a

country's finance and credit relatiorrs and foreign
exchange positions.

As happened at the beginning of the centng', ihe
intemational monopolies' striving to u'in ni:i,r, iifid
consolidate old positions in the world capit;ili.tr1 ecr:-
nomy engenders very acute contradictions lretrnreen
them which at times boil over into econ+rnric i.,,.ats.
Thus, at the turn of the 1980s a real r,var,w rasrng
between the rnetallurgical monopolies of t ( itrllt:
mon Market (EEC) and the USA. Through interrriye
retooling of production, European steel concerns -had
achieved a number of economic advantages over tllerr
US counterparts-lower production costs with a
higher product quality-which allowed thern success-
fully to penetrate the American steel market. Ui-,
steel monopolies then demanded restrictrorrs nn
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VI. Division of the World Among the
Imperialist Powers

Division of the world's territories between states
and political alliances proceeded parallel and in close
connection with the economic division of the world
between associations of capitalists. The entire lgth
century saw the fiercest battles for colonies, for "eco-
nomic territory", and the last quarter of the century
brought the division of Africa and Polynesia.

By the start of the 20th century the imperialist
countries' seizure of unoccupied lands had been com-
pleted and a sharp struggle began to redivide them.

The world had entered the epoch of world colo-
nial policy, which is most closely connected with
the domination of finance capital, with the new stage
in the development of capitalism.

knin used a wealth of factual material to strow
how the formation of the colonial empires came to
an end in the late 19th century. Even at that time it
was clear that the political motives for seizing new
territories and colonies were closely connected with
economic and social ones. knin quotes Cecil Rhodes,
millionaire, a king of finance, the man who was main-
ly responsible for the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902),
who recommended colonial acquisitions and wars in
order to divert the working people from the class
struggle, settle the "surplus" population on new
lands, and gain new markets.

In the early 2Oth century, Britain, Russia, and
France were the largest colonial powers, with Germa-
ny actively involved in seizing foreign tenitories. A
sizable part of the colonies belonged to several small

Holland, and Portugal).
possessions was extreme-
ice" was heightened by
ation of forces between
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mulated the striving for domination along all lines,
for seizures, for wars, for the creation of diverse
forms of
a struggle
economic

Thus,
ry stems from the very nature of the monopolies
ind finance capitol, from their stiving for domina-
tion and t.

The i interests of finance caPital
dividing
rise not
nce but
,e ones.

Lenin noted that while the dependent countries were
formally independent politically, they were in fact
enmeshLd in ihe net of financial and diplomatic de-
pendence. He cites as an example Arg
was heavily dependent on Britain financ
enornous investment in that country es

privileges, for investment in the Portuguese egonomy
and its colonies, for access to its ports and islands
for its fleet, etc. Britain made use of these benefits
against her competitors-Spain and France. knin
concludes that in the epoch of imperialism relations
of this kind "become a general qystem, they form
part of the sum total of 'divide the world' relations
ind become links in the chain of operations of world
finance capita7".2

] V. t. I-enin, Cotlected Works,Yol.22, p.263.
" lbid.,p.264.
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On the Economic Content
of the Division of the Modern Capitalist l{orld

Among the ImPerialist Powers

tion movements.---itt 
formation of a world socialist system follow-

the start of the century.
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However, it would be erroneous to conclude that
this feature of imperialism has disappeared at the
present stage: the forms of its manifestation have

changed but the essence of the relations that con-
stitute it remains. Still in existence are the numerous
transitional and intermediate forms of the backward
countries' financial and diplomatic dependence, ac'

ance capital and th
ed capitalist coun
sources of raw m

cheap labour.
One of the most "effective" forms of the prrrr'ut-

day economic dependence of developing states on
countries of the West is credit enslavement. Lccord'
ing to IBRD data, at the beginning of 1986 the de-

veloping countries' debt stood at the enormous sum
of $1 trillion. Iatin America is especially indebted,

repayments made up SOVr of its export revenues, and
thbsi: of Mexico, 

-59%.r The heavy indebtedness

I Economist, January 11, 1986, p. 71.
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of brute force in the worst traditions of imperialist
colonialism.

Such methods are used, for exanrple, by racist
South Afri are

on a road lop-
ment. The out
ala ory which was

ope untry. Pretoria
has Namibia and

actually
Open

US imp
monopo
ferrous
important raw materials, US imperialism declares
thtt the Middle East and some regions of Africa, the
Indian Ocean and Central America are spheres of its
'tital interests". Defence of these spheres is given as

ion for American imperial'
in many regions, and is

into expansionist US policy
erican
devel-
ilitary
e cor-

rectness of knin's conclusion that there is a direct
connection between imperialist policy and wars, and
the economic interests of the industrial monopolies
and finance capital.

Thus, although no state legally belongs to another
in the modern capitalist world, the numerous tran-
sitional forms of state dependence have by no means

. They are included, as theY
e whole relations of politica
and are links in the oPerati

national finance capital. The relations (both econom'
ic and political) which constitute the profound
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political terrns.

VII. Imperialism as a Special Stage of Capitalism

r V. I. Lenin, Collected Works' Yol' 22' p' 265 '

7A

of a handful of banking monopolies. But having
grown out of free competition, monopoly does not
eliminate the latter but rather exists alongside it,
giving rise to very acute conflicts and antagonisms'

Summarising these phenomena, Lenin stated that
"if it were necessary to give the briefest possible de-

development of capitalism.
After that brief definition of imperialism, knin

gives a comprehensive definition that includes the ba-
iic features of the new stage: "... we must give a

definition of imperialism that will include the follow-
ing five of its basic features: (1) the concentration
of production an
high stage that it
a decisive role in
bank capital with industrial capital, and the creation,
on the basis of this 'finance capital', of a financial

tures of imperialism which form an integral system.
They express the new quality in capitalism's system
of economic relations and evidence capitalism's tran-
sition to a special stage.

] v. I. Lenin, Cottected lilorks, Yol. 22, p. 266.
' Ibid.
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leaves intact those relations of imperialism that will
inevitably also give rise to a corresponding-im-
perialist- policy.

knin sharply opposes the idea of "ultra'imperial-
ism" advanced in 1914 by the German Social-Dem-
ocrat Karl Kautsky, who contended that it was
po
ph
is,
(i.

and the joint exploitation of the world by intema-
tionally united capital would begin, bringing an end
to wars under capitalism.

I-enin strowed that from the purely economic

posite is true: finance capital heightens the contra-
dictions since it increases the differences between
the rapid growth rate of the various parts of the
world capitalist economy, and the unevenness in
countries' economic and political development. This
changes the intemational correlation of forces and

to capital', 'in proportion to strength', because there
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cannot be any other method of dMsion under com-

ffiffi pL["ttm 
"td 

caPitalism"'r

VIII. Parasitisn and Decay of Capitalisn

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works,YoL22'p'253'

14

industries, and for certain periods of time it gains

the upper hand.
Ari6ther manifestation of the parasitism inherent

is the extr of a stra-

-people uil couPons",
part ln an tever and

the seal ofp
by exploitin
nd colonies.

completely i e fro
Citing statisti en last
showed that , t st t
in the world at the time, the income of the rentiers
from the export of capital was five times Ereater than
that obtained from fbreign trade. An industrial state

to oooortunism.
ln'gritain the tendency of imperialism to split the

workers was already obvious in the mid-l9th century

I V. I. Lenin, Collected tlorks,Yol.22.p.278.
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colonies.

Contemporary Forms of Capitalisn's Parasitism and

DecaY

The features of
manifestation of P
remain valid and a
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But in the main the monopolies develop only those
lines of scientific and technological progress which
can be rapidly applied in production and directly
raise profits. They oflen block whole directions of
research if they do not prornise immediate gain. Thus,
for exarnple, atler the Secorrd World War the Ameri-
can steel corporations did not bother to modernise
steel production and introduce expensive innova-
tions, preferring to u$? their mcnopoly on the steel
market (at home and abroad) to control prices.
Years later this left them technologically far behind
the European and Japanese metallurgical monopolies,
which Arnerican cornpetition had at one time forced
to rnodermse production, and also meant loss of
technological leadership i;r world steel production"

The waste of society's resources resulting from the
rule of the monopolies takes diverse forms. Thus, a
sizable part of production capacity is quite often kept
unused for reasons of competition. Unused capacities
make it possible to keep production of a commodity
somewhat behind the demand for it, which is a chief
condi.tion for keeping prices high. If a competitor
appears, the unused capacities can be rapidly put
in motion to produce additional goods to plug the
rnarket and keep out competitors. Huge sums are
spent on advertising, which sometimes makes up be-
tween a third and a half of acommodity's sellingprice.
trn other words, a monopoly-produced commodity
costs the society more than it needs to given the
edsting production possibilities. Monopoly capital
f<rrces society to pay the costs of monopoly rule.

One of the most glaring forms of parasitism and
decay of rnodern capitalism is the broad militaisa-
tion of the economy of the leading Western capital-
ist states. The negative effects of the rule of impe-
rialism and the economic, political and social in-
stabiiity which it fosters are nowadays particularly

'77
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capital is large-scale speculation by big financiers in
hard cunency, securities and gold- Thus, there is a
great deal of buying and selling of dollars tha-t is not
connected with trade or payment for services but is
done for purely speculative ends. American econo-
mist Victor Perlo states that in 1983 the volume of
international transactions in the buying and selling
of dollars on the New York Exchange amounted to
$50 trillion. This astronomical uncontrolled flow
means that for every dollar spent in intemational
trade and the commodity production linked with it,
ten dollars went to speculation. This means that huge
sums reach the- pockets of the "'geniuses' of financial
manipulation"' and that funds are diverted from
productive and rational application. At the same time,
speculative money flows heighten instability in the
capitalist world and intensify the sharp fluctuations
in the general economic situation.

The manipulation of interest rates widely prac-
tised by US fiaance capital also has a similar effect.
Thus, the substantial rise in US interest rates that
started in 1979-1980 and their continuing high level
in recent years has resulted in a flow of capital to the
US from other countries. Rises in interest rates make
credit more expensive and therefore hit debtor coun-
tries especially hard by causing a steep rise in debt re-
payments.

In the last third of the 20th century, the rule of
finance monopoly capital in the world capitalist
economy has greatly worsened the global problems
which were not apparent or so acute at the beginning
of our century. Pollution of the environment, the
food and raw material problems, overcrowded cities
and the poverty of a very large part of the globe's
population have all become a threat for people on

I V, I. Lerin, Collected Works, Yol.22, p.207.
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the bases of capitalist relations. knin examines the
positions of a number of bourgeois authors of the
time (John Hobson, Ernst Agahd, Alfred Lansburgh,
Ludwig Eschwege, Victor Berard, etc.) who had
criticised imperialism while strrinking from recog-
nising the inseverable bond between it and the monop-
olies, and tfuough them, between it and the foun-
dations of capitalism out of which the monopolies
develop. They contrast imperialism and the yoke
of finance capital with free competition and "peace-
ful democracy". Lenin shows that the dream of
restoring free competition is a reactionary ideal
"for obiectively lhis ideal drags us back from monop-
oly to non-monopoly capitalism, and is a reformist
swindle". r

knin explains that, were it possible, a retum to
free trade and competition would be bound to lead
once again to the concentration of production and
capital which gives rise to monopoly. "And monopo-
lies have qlready arisen-precisely out of free com-
petition!"2 Because this is an objective law-governed
process, it is impossible to retum to free competi-
tion after it has given rise to monopoly.

Kautsky, too, makes a petty bourgeois, reformist
and therefore reactionary critique of imperialism
which evades the profound contradictions of impe-
rialism: between monopoly and free competition,
which exist side by side, between the gigantic opera-
tions and profits of finance capital and "honest"
trade in the free market, between monopolies, on
the one hand, and non-monopolised enterprises,
on the other.

knin returns anew to his critical analysis of
Kautsky's 1914 theory of "ultra-imperialism". Basing

I V. t. Lenln, Collected l|orks,Yol.22,p.289.- Ibid., p. 290.

IX. Critique of ImPerialisn

1 V. L Lenin, Collected Works,Yol' 22,p' 285'
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theory was current in the 1940s and 1950s and aimed
primarily to prove that monopoly capitalism is ef-
fective as a system. Defence of modern capitalism,
which was described as a "flawless economic system",
was combined with anti-socialism. Defending the
idea of a "new industrial society", economists and
sociologists (Americans Peter Drucker, Walt Rostow
and Daniel Bell, and Frenchmen Raymond Aron and
Jacques Ellul) pointed to the considerable technical
and technological development of the modern econo-
my on whose basis, they claim, a new society of mass
consumption is taking shape, free of class contradic-
tions and social conflicts.

Walt Rostow, one of the best known representa-
tives of this current ald founder of the theory of
"stages of economic growth", directly opposed his
concept to I-enin's theory of imperialism. He stated
that imperialism is not a stage of capitalism but mere-
ly a foreign policy of conquests. According to him,
wars can fulfill a civilising function. Such, he believes,
was the case with the colonial se7ures, when the
imperial centres helped weak countries "to organ2e a
traditional society (i.e. capitalism-LR.) incapable of
self-organization (or unwilling to organae iiself)".l
But as progress is made toward a higher stage (to the
"age of high mass-consumption" in Rostow's words),
the inclination toward aggression characteristic of
the "industrial society" states will disappear since
they will seek to ensure the well-being of their popu-
lation and renounce external expansion.

Like other authors before him who defined im-
perialism as a policy, Rostow obscures the connec-
tion between imperialist expansion in the political
area with the rule of finance capital in the economy,

1 Walt Rostow , The Stages of Economic Growth. A Non-
Communist Manifesto, Cambridge, At the University Press,
1960, p, 109.
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r 
See Hazel Henderson, Oeating Allernative Fufures. The

End of Economics, New York, 1978, p. 84.
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t Alyin Toffl"r, The Third Wave, New York, William
Morrow and ComPanY, 1980, P. 28'

2 V. I. Irnir,, Collected Works,Yol'22,p'289'
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nuel does not link with exploitation by intemational
g instead that the "periphery" is ex-
gh the methods of the so-called trade
Hence the conclusion that neocolo-

nialism does not exist, in the same way that the
mother countries supposedly received no benefit
from governing the colonies, contrary to lrnin's
statements of the role of the colonial system for
imperialism.

The contemporary state of affairs in the world
capitalist economy refutes these attempts at white-
washing. The last few decades, in particular since the
mid-1970s, were a period of growing economic de-
pendence of many developing countries on intema-
tional finance capital. These countries' lack of rights
in the world capitalist economy is determined pre-
cisely by imperialism's policy. Their weaker export
positions resulting from lower raw material prices,
the need to buy equipment from the leading capi
talist countries at high prices, and the crippling
debts are all unequal relations based on the princi-
ples of neocolonial exploitation.

One of the "freshest" concepts that attempts to
give modern capitalism a face-lift is the "integrated
world" concept, which claims to provide the most
general model of the world economy as a whole. It
contends that the modern world consists not of de-
tached economies divided by state borders but of
"open closely connected that
they A "global economy"
of hig systems has emerged.'
The development of each national economy is now
determined more by exogenous factors beyond its

I Arthu B. Laffer, Intemational Economics in an Inte-
grated World, Scott, Foresman and Company, Glenview (Ill.),
1982, p. XVL
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borders than by intemal conditions.
The "integrated world" concept tries to explain

the growing internationalisation of economic life
and the very great degree of socialisation of produc-
tion on the scale of the world capitalist economy.
However, it divorces the intemationalisation of eco-
nomic life from social form and presents it very
abstractly. Equally far-removed from real relations
is the portrayal of the economic unification mecha-
nism as an even and homogeneous one.

This model of modem capitalism completely ob-
scures the class nature of capitalist integration, and
it ignores the very acute inter-imperialist contra-
dictions that are inevitably linked with countries'un-
even development. Given the overwhelming domina-
tion of the transnational corporations and a tiny
group of developed capitalist states on the world ca-
pitalist markets and in world capitalist production,
"globalisation of the economy" is nothing but the
economic division of the capitalist world by finance
capital.

X. The Place of Imperialisrn in History

In the final chapter, Lenin sums up the economic
and political analysis of imperialism and draws very
important conclusions concerning imperialism's con-
nection with the previous stage of capitalism's devel-
opment and its historical prospects. He shows that
imperialism's place in history is determined by its
very essence, by the fact that it is monopoly capital-
ism. On the one hand, imperialism grows out of
free competition; on the other, it is the transition
from the capitalist system to a higher socio-economic
order. knin notes the four principal types (manifes-
tations) of monopoly: 1) monopoly capitalist asso-
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ciations, he concent
duction ge of its
2) mono f the mo
sources of raw materials, which has enormously in-
creased the monopolies' power; 3) monopoly of fi-
nance capital and of the financial oligarchy that has
sprung from the banks; 4) monopoly, grown out of
colonial policy, to whose numerous "old" motives
finance capital added the struggle for the sources of
raw material, and spheres of investment and influence.

The rule of the monopolies and of the financial
oligarchy, the suppression of freedom, and the ex-
ploitation of weak ald backward nations by a hand-
ful of rich states have all given birth to the distinctive
characteristics of imperialism which enable us to de-
fine it as parasitic and decaying capitalism.

But at the same time knin underscores that 'it
x'#,?:.i" nin:'. J&fiI:;',f TI JfiI l"l*:l i,' 

o

These tendencies exist side by side, appearing now
in one and now in another branch of industry,
country, and social strata of the bourgeoisie. "On
the whole, capitalism is growing far more rapidly
than before"' but this growth is becoming more
and more uneven and spasmodic. The entrance of
young imperialist states (Germany) onto the inter-
national arena was accompanied by the decay of the
strong countries of "old capitalism" (Britain). Using
the example of Germany's economic development
at the imperialist stage to explain his idea, knin
quotes the German economist Riesser, who said that
the progress of the preceding period (1848-70),
which had not been exactly slow, compares with the
rapidity with which the whole of Germany's econo-

jV. L I-enin, Collected tlorks,Yol.22,p. l0O.' Ihid.

I
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1 V. I. Lenin. Collected l4torks, YoL 22, p' 300'

I mia., p. loz.
" rbid.
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sation of production. "... Private economic and pri-
vate property relations," knin writes,- "constitute a

shell which no longer hts its contents...",' i.e. the great-
ly developed social ties of production. And although
this shell may remain for a fairly long period, it is
bound to be removed sooner or later. Here Lenin expres-
ses the principal final idea of his work: it is inevitable
that capitalism will be replaced by a social, socialist
form of production whose content will accord with
the social character of the productive forces.

knin's analysis of imperialism and his conclusion
show the profound inherent contiluity between
Marx's economic teaching and knin's theory of im-
perialism as two parts of a single Marxist-kninist
teaching on the capitalist mode of production at the
various stages of its development. From that also
follows the continuity of the scientific forecast of
the fate of capitalism, of the historical inevitability
of its replacement by a socialist form of production.
Socialist society gets rid of the antagonistic contra-
dictions between the productive forces and the rela-
tions of production that are intrinsic to capitalism,
and brings into harmony socialised production and
production relations based on a social form of pro-
perty.

Only a socialist form of production, based on so-
cial property and a planned system which draws the
working people broadly into production management
and into social life, a form that does away with pro-
fit and selfish private interest as the aim of produc-
tion, creates rational forms of relations between man
and the environment. Only a socialist society provides
an opportunity to elaborate and implement collec-
tive, rational and scientifically sound decisions to
improve both society itself and its surroundings.

1 V. L Lenin, Collected Works, Yol 22, p. 3O3.



LENIN ON THE STATE'S ROLE
IN THE SYSTEM OF RELATIONS OF

MONOPOLY CAPITALISM

application. knin said that this is fom-r of parasit-

ism on a state level' At the star of the century,
France was a rentier state that largely exported loan

rt o ofth
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for form

and the state also cooPerate
omic division of the world.
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the epoch
arate link
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The state
their economic expansion.

] v. t. , Collected lilorks, Yol. 22, p. 218.
: Ibid. 21-22.
' Ibid. 1.
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ty of debtor countries. Although the usurer states

have developed industry and substantial commodity
export, their earnings from non-productive activity'
from interest, commissions and speculation of all
kinds are still increasing.

This circumstance naturally affects all social and
political conditions
disintegration of t
the bribing of such
ingly support and v
"their" state.

Thus, the basic directions of the combining of
forces "by monopoly and finance capital, and the
bourgeoii state into a single rnechanism for enriching
the monopolies, a phenomenon which Irnin later'
called state monopoly capitalism, is already evident in
this work.

The numerous close ties noted by knin between
monopolist and the

state appa bsequent
years. flie banks to
float state corpora-
tions working on state orders, and cooperation be-

tween state enterprises and private big business in for-

1 At th" Seventh (Apr Conference of the
RSDLP(B), in a speecir in e resolution on the
current situation-29 aPril 7.
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mulating a prices and incomes policy are all widely
practised every day by capitalist states.

The personal link-up between hnance capital and
the state has been developing. Retired politicians with
extensive contacts often become directors of large
monopolist corporations, baaks and other financial
organisations, and economic consultants of big fi.rms.

The clearest example of the intertwining of in-
terests and practical activity of finance capital and
the state is the military industrial complex of the
imperialist countries, which is a new stage in the
pooling of the monopolies' gigantic forces with that
of the state into a single mechanism "bringing tens of
millions of people within the single organisation of
state capitalism".r The military industrial complex
enables the state to be broadly involved in private
business and is a source of income for the ruling bu-
reaucratic clique. The monopolies are interested in
"cooperating" with the state in the military area
because they gain the stable state market with its
guaranteed high prices. The monopolies of the mili-
tary industrial complex make particularly large pro-
fits.

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yo\. 24, Progress Publish-
ers, Moscow, 1974, p. 4O3.



SOME M ETTIODOLOGICAL ADVICE
TO STUDENTS OF LENIN'S \{ORK

ing g its- ProPositions
wlitr aPitalist and liber'
ated ges have occurred

in the world economy since the second half of the
20th century, changes which have affected the eco-
nomic struciure of ihe modern world as a whole and

of individual countries. A different political situation
obtains in our day but the essence of the uniformi-
ties and tendencies discovered by lenin remain
unchanged.

Whei reading the book, it is a good idea to single

out all the places in which important conclusions are

drawn relative to the uniformities characteristic of
the new This will
provide a for aPPIY-

ing Lenin ron.-Based istics' Pre-
and dailY Political and social
try to show the oPeration of the

ities that actuallY underlie the
ies observed. This is first and fore-
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most the continuing concentration of production
and capital in countries where capitalist relations
dominate. Note should be made of the monopolies'
expanding power, finance capital's increased influ-
ence, and the strengthening and extension of its inter-
national ties. In its tum, the monopolies' tighter
stranglehold intensifies all types of exploitation and
aggravates the antagonistic socio-economic contra-
dictions. It is especially important to observe how
finance monopoly capital's interest in maintaining its
domination in the world constantly gives rise to a

military danger, regularly leads to wars in various
parts of the globe, and creates a generally unstable
situation in the world.

The best way to study knin's work is to con$ider
its relevance and understand that the uniformities he
discovered are characteristic of our day as well. They
explain a great deal and give an orientation in the
stream of rapid successive events.

When studying knin's work it is very important
not to lose sight of the fact that the specific features
and uniformities of imperialism are not separate
events independent of each other but relations that
constitute a tightly linked unity in which everything
is mutually conditioned and dependent. Special atten-
tion should be paid to these dependencies. Thus,
under capitalism concentration of production and
capital at a very high level inevitably leads to monop-
olist relations. Banking and industrial monopolies
cannot exist without forming a close interconnected
unity-finance capital, which entangles the whole
world in its nets, brings about concentration of pro-
duction and capital worldwide, creates a worldwide
system of domination and submission, etc.

From that follows an important conclusion for the
practical application of kninist theory: imperialism
should not be fought as if it is a partial phenomenon;

9'7



continues apace even in a monopolised economy'
It stimulatei etatisation of the economy and the need

for state control over the activity of private enter'
prises and banks, leading in some cases to nationali-
sation.

on" of the Productive force
fo caPitalism into non-caPital
fo s of etatisation that are

within the framework of the capitalist mode of pro-
duction. An important conclusion of knin's work is
that capitalism^wiU not automatically "evolve into"
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socialism. At a sufficiently high level, socialisation
only creates the prerequisites for fuIl socialisation,
i.e. removal of private ownership of the means of
production and establishment of a socialist form of
production. Only a revolution can bring about such
a transition.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS

B

Banking Monopolies, biggest banks which concentrate in

their hands the overwhelming part of monetary ard

loan resources and thus control finance and industry'

Banking monopolies gain economic dominance in

capitalist countries by concluding agreements be-

tween themselves'

Banks, credit and financial institutions which accumulate

inactive money and provide enterprises and persons

with loans. They also issue securities and money,

guarantee loans, and hold property in trust'

c

Capitalist Monopolies, the biggest enterprises, firms, or

amalgamations appropriating much of the material,

human, financial resources, and scientihc and techni-

cal potential in an industry which make it possible to

control production and the market in order to derive

monopolY suPerProfits'

Cartel, a form of monopoly association whose participants

conclude agreements on the division of markets, on

ion quotas, Patents for ne

enjoYing Production and

The aim of a cartel is to
monopoly prices and to derive monopoly superprofits'
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Colonial System of Imperialism, the totality of colonial and

dependent states; was a sphere for investment of capi-

tal from the metropolises and one of the most impor-
tant sources of monopoly superprofrts. After World

War II, collapse of the colonial system began as a
result of strengthening of socialism and the upsurge

of the national liberation movement. The process

was in the main completed by the end of the 1970s.

Colony, a state or a territory deprived of economic and polit-
ical independence under the rule of a foreign state,

or metropolis.
Combination of Production, a form of concentration ofpro-

duction; cooperation between different types of pro-
duction within one enterprise or group of connected

enterprises where products of one enterprise serve as

the starting material (raw materials, semi-finished

items or auxiliary elements) for further production.
Com.petition, struggle between private commodity producers

for more profitable conditions of production and sale

and for the highest profits,
Competition, Monopolistic, an especially fierce competitive

struggle between monopolies; includes heavy pressure

on competitors through pricing and other methods.

Concentration of Capital, expansion of capital through accu-

mulation of surplus value, i.e. capitalisation of a part
of it. Amassing of capital can take the form of merger
of several capitals.

Concentration of Production, accumulation of an increasing-

ly large proportion of the means of production, labour

force, and industrial production within large enter-
prises, thereby increasing the absolute size of an enter-
prise and its share in overall production of a given

industry. Concentration of production and concentra-

tion of capital are interlinked and interdependent pro-
cesses,

Concem, a widespread form of monopoly association.

It includes several enterprises or comparies that are

I

I
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formally independent but actually under the financial

control of a parent company, Not infrequently, en-

terprises and companies of a concern are closely inter-

linked in production and can form a single technolo-

gical process. A concern ensures superprofits through

control over production and marketing'
Conglomerate, a form of monopoly amalgamation which

exetcises financial control ovcr companies operating

in technologically unrelated branches of industry

Controlling Packet of Shares, a certain number of shares

which ensures its orvner domination of a joint-stock

company, One formally needs to possess 51 per cent

of the total number of shares but in practice, with a

large number of small shares, much less (from 5 to 10

per cent) is usuallY sufficient.
Corporations, another name for joint-stock companies, vary-

ing in size. In capitalist countries a small number of
corporations, less than one per cent of the total num-

ber, dominates the economY.
Credit, money or commodity lent on interest; under capi-

talism, a form of movement of loan capital' The two

main folms of credit ate commetcial and bank credits'

D

Diversification, investment by giant monopolies in indus-

tries having no direct links with the main sphere of tht:

monopolies' activities. As a result of this, the lnonop-

oly association of today is a complex multi-sectoral
organisation; diversification makes the monopolies

more Profitable.

F

Ll Finance Capital, monopoly industrial capital which has

merged wlth monopoly bank capital; it is formed as a

result of high concentration of capital in production
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and banking by a small number of capitalists known
as the financial oligarchy.

Financial Oligarchy, the top echelon of the monopoly bour-
geoisie representing finance capital. It includes the big
owners of industrial, trade, and banking enterprises
and associations, and the top managers of big corpo-
rations and financial institutions. The financial oligar-
chy holds controlling positions in the capitalist eco-
nomy and influences ttre policy of the state.

G

Gross National Product, an economic indicator used in
bourgeois statistics; it expresses, in market prices, the
aggregate value of the final output of the branches of
material production and the non-productive sphere. It
is calculated in money terms as the sum of commodi-
ties and services consumed, capital investments, state
purchases, and the balance ofpayments.

H

Holding System, acquisition of a controlling packet of shares

of another company, the "daughter" company, by the
head company-the mother. The daughter company,
in its turn, owns a controlling packet of a third,
"grandchild" company, and by consistently following
this system the mother company can control a large
number of enterprises.

I

Inflation, filling of money circulation channels with paper
money over and aboye actual economic requirements
as a result of over-issue of paper money or reduction
in the mass of commodities. It is manifested in deval-
uation, the rise of prices and a drop in real wages.
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Inflation makes a capitalist economy more unstable.

Infrastructure, a set of economic branches servicing produc-

tion. It includes highways and ordinary roads, canals,

airfields, power plants and lines, transport, communi-
cation, water-supply, education, the health service,

etc.
Institutional Investors, organisations which invest capital'

They are: banks, investment trusts, insurance compa-
nies, pension funds, and trade unions'

Internationalisation of Capital, expansion of the sphere of
operation by capital, mainly by large monopoly ca-

pital, beyond the limits of the national economy. It
is characterised by the turning of monopoly capitals
into a multinational capital, merger of capitals in
joint ventures, patent and license agreements, joirt
holding of shares, etc.

J

Joint-Stock Company, the most common form of enterprise
in the capitalist countries; joint-stock companies ac-

quire their capital by selling shares. Prolits are distrib-
uted among the shareholders in proportion to the ca-

pital invested.

M

Managers, persons in charge of capitalist enterprises, direc-

tors of companies, or their departments or branches'
Their functions (running of capitalist production)
and the size of their income (participation in the ap-

propriation of capitalist profits) place them in the

category of the big monopoly bourgeoisie.
Military Industrial Complex, in imperialist states, an al-

Iiance of military and industrial monopolies, part of
the state a:rd military leaders; pursues a policy of
stepping up the arms race and the rate of military
production, and of unleashing military conflicts.
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Monopolies, International, big monopolies whose economic
activities cover a number of countries, They establish

branches in foreign countries, exploit manpower,
raw material and other resources there, and derive

huge monopoly prolits.
Monopoly Price, a special form of market price formed under

the regulation of a monopoly, and a primary lever for
realisation of monopoly superprofit. There are two
kinds of monopoly price: monopoly-high, at which
monopolies sell their products, and monopoly-low,
at which they buy raw materials from non-monopo-
lised producers and developing countries.

Monopoly Profit, a form of income of capitalist monopolies,
whose rate is higher than that of average capitalist
profit. It results from concentration by monopolies
of the most important factors of production, which
hetp a) to increase the rate of the exploitation of
workers, b) to redistribute incomes through market
prices in favour of monopolies, and c) to appropriate
part of the new value created by the workers in de-

veloping countries through international trade and

export of capital.

N

Nationalisation Under Capitahsz, transfer of enterprises

and production branches from the private property
of capitalists or their associations to the property of
the capitalist state, which acts as an aggregate capi-
talist. In developed capitalist countries, nationalisa-
tion is a mcasure of state monopoly capitalism a:-rd

serves mainly to re-equip capital-intensive industries.
In developing countries, nationalisation is usually
directed against foreign capital and neocolonialism,
resulting in a state sector which serves as a basis for
the national cconomy.

Neocolonialism, a system of unequal economic and political
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relations imposed by imperialist states on young sove-

reign developing states. It is based on the backward-

ness of the latter and on their unequal position in the

world capitalist economY.
Non-banking Financiat Institutions, insurance companies,

savings banks, pension funds, investment companies,

i.e. component parts of the system of finance capital

which help to collect savings and through their con-

centration turn them into capital in the hands of
financiers.

P

Personal Link-Up, a form of integration of industrial and

banking monopolies, and of state bodies established

through a) joint acquisition of shares, b) appointment
of the same persons as directors of several corpora-

tions and banks, and c) nePotism.

S

Share, a security evidencing the investment of a certain sum

of money in a joint-stdck company and giving its
holder the right to a certain part of the profit, in the

form of income on the share, i.e. a dividend.

Socialisotion of Production, deepening of social ties between

producers through greater social division of labour'

It manifests itself in a strengthening of the interde-

pendencies between specialised industries or branches'

Its forms include concentration and centralisation of
production.

Specialisation of Production, a form of social division of
labour between different enterprises and branches of
the economy. The features of specialised production

are uniform products and technological processes,

special equipment and staff.
Syndicate, a form of monopoly association. Syndicate mem-
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bers remain owners of their means of production and
are independent in production but not in commer-
cial matters. The product manufactured is sold by the
joint sale office.

T

Trust, a form of monopoly association in which the enter-
prises have no production or commercial indepen-
dence. The capitalists who own the enterprises receive

a certain number of shares in accordance with the
value of the capital invested. Real power is concent-
rated in the hands of the trust board. The aim of the
trust is to derive monopoly profits.

Trust Operations of Banks, holding in trust of private proper-
ty, mainly shares, by banks.



REQUEST TO READERS

Progress Publishers would be glad to have

your opinion of this book, its translation and

design and any suggestions you may have for future
publications.

Please send all your comments to 17, Zubovsky

Boulevard, Moscow, USSR.

PROGRESS PUBLISHERS

Will be putting out

STERNIN, A., Lenin's "Materialism and Empiio'
Criticism"

The author of this booklet not only gives a clear
picture of the content of Materialism and Empirio'
Criticism, but also convincingly points out its current
relevance.

The author discusses such important questions as

the of philosoPhY the
strug and the struggle ig+-
fican lism as the meth nda-.
tion of modetn science, the inseparable unity of ma-
terialism and dialectics in Marxist philosophy, the es-

sence of Lenin's theory. of teflection, the unity of
Party spfuit and scientific character, and others.

The book is intended for the general reader inte-
rested in Marxism-Lenini sm.



PROGRESS PUBLISHERS

Will soon Publish

KULIKOV, E., Lenin's "I|hat the 'Friends of the Peo-

ple' Are and How They Fight the Social-Democrats"

This booklet describes the background against

which Lenin wrote this work, gives its content in brief.
and defines its role in exposing modern theoreticians
of populism as representatives of an anti-scientific,
subjective method of sociological study, as idealists

who reject objective laws of social development and

the decisive role of the masses in history'
The booklet is intended for a wide range of readers'

PROGRESS PUBLISHERS

put out recently

GAVRILOV, Y., Lenin's "The State and Revolution"

World War I (1914-18) brought to a head all the
contradictions of capitalism and precipitated the rev-

olutionarv crisis in scveral imperialist countries.
The need ol the working class to overthrow the

rule of the bourgeoisie and capture political power
moved to the forefront.

cond International
lution and the dic-
olutionarY rePlace-
a proletarian one:

they advocated the theory of peaceful transformation

rical
tate
this
day.

The booklet is intended for students, teachers,
Party and trade-union activists and readers interested
in Marxism-Leninism:
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